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outline

. Activity Report

. Proposal for Elimination for illegal connection
-1. Develop the User’s Moral

-1-1. Customer Relations
-1-2. Awareness 

-2. Reform the system
-2-1. Price Revision
-2-2. Inspect illegal connection “Inspection Game”

. Regression Analysis of ODA and Solomon islands’s Economy. 

. Conclusion
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. Activity report

According to this internship program, I observed such fields below;
Site Visit:
• Geographic information system data collection
• New connection 
• Leakage repair
• Collect water sample at Konglai
• Service reservoir constructed under grant aid cooperation 
Involvement:
• FAQ preparation
• Awareness Meeting at FFA
• School education program
• Interview to Mr. Andrew Ministry of Development Planning Aid 

Cooperation.

. Activity report

GIS data collection Leakage repair

Grant Aid Cooperation Interview MDPAC
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. Proposal for Elimination of 
Illegal Connection

There are two main factors to eliminate the illegal 
connections.

1. Developing User’s Moral
2. Reform the System

-1-1. Customer Relations

“Fact find and make commitment w/other section” 
-collect the data 3-5customers /day, to know the tendency 
customer’s complain. 
-by analyzing data know the tendency
-report to optimal department the complain.

“Increase the customer satisfaction” 
-collect data 1000customers /year.
-reform the customer service system efficiently. 
ex) make manuals for answer the phone, FAQ etc.
-service revel must be “same”.

1st

2nd
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Customer Feedback Database

-1-2. Awareness 

Adult

Child

“Awareness Meeting”
- The importance of conserve water.
- The importance of NRW project, relation how to 

decrease the water price.
- Why illegal connection is “BAD”.

“School Education Program”
- Why conserve the water. 
- How the water is cycling and delivering. 
- Using scientific experience, make them understand of 
importance of water supply

According to such subject, let them know water is 
public goods. 

S13.3-22-1
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-2. Reform the System

There are two main factors to eliminate the illegal 
connections.

1. Developing User’s Moral
2. Reform the System

-2-1. Price Revision

• Market Failure
“flood water”: external diseconomies
“high price for supply”: undersupply goods

• Water is public goods
SW is serving water 32% for GNI(2012), this is very 

expensive for users. According to compare with inflation 
rate, this is very high. In addition, average revenue of water 
is 16% increase(2011-2012), 38%(2012-2013) which can be 
the reason why people do not pay(can not pay) for water 
bill.

decrease the price is important, 
if it is difficult need to interfere by government.
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-2-1. Price Revision

Notation; player1=Solomon Water(SW) , Player2=Customer(CS)
strategy= Pay, Not pay
preference order of payoff ; 

The Matrix of Water Bill Pay Game

Result; the Nash Equilibrium is (SW, CS)=(Not Pay, Not Pay)
because, if SW choose the strategy of pay there will be 
the conflict if CS choose the strategy of Not Pay.

This strategic non cooperation fame called “Prisoner’s Dilemma”. 

-2-1. Price Revision

• Set the Optimal Price
• Separate the price for Commercial and 

Public
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-2-2. “inspection game”

Q. What is the “Inspection Game”?
A. “Inspection Game” is one of the model of game theory 

(Mixed strategy non-cooperative game). This game is 
using for custom inspection, finding the nuclear weapon 
by IAEA. I set the hypothesis that the inspection game 
can use for decrease the illegal connection.
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-2-2.  “inspection game”

Can’t payCan’t pay

DisconnectDisconnect

Connect
illegally
Connect
illegally

DisconnectDisconnect

Illegal connection cycleIllegal connection cycle

This is the cycle of illegal 
connection issue. If the 
customers get into this cycle 
which goes on to infinite regress. 
The solution for escaping from 
the infinite regress is to change 
the cycle or drastically to solve 
the problems.
In this case,  radical problem is 
“can’t  pay”.  Set  the optimal 
price and give them incentive 
for paying. e.g.) supply water 
24hours.

-2-2.  “inspection game”

• I set the hypothesis, and calculate inspection game of SW.
The result was “ inspect all the house” is Nash 
equilibrium.

• So how about this suggestion below:
- inspect frequently and increase opportunity.
- reinforcement of pain policy.
- widely “inspection” to user, restrain illegal connection.

Radically, deter illegal connection, 
need reform the system. 
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. Regression analysis 
ODA and DGP

According to interview to people, many people told me this;
“ODA is useful for us”, “JICA/ODA is helping people in 
Solomon islands”.

To prove those comment by mathematically, I use 
regression analysis. 

. Regression analysis 
ODA and DGP

• Predictor Variable=ODA, JICA/ODA, 
Grant Aid/ Technical cooperation ODA

• Explained Variable=GDP of Solomon islands

All of those variable have  correlation.
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. Conclusion

• By technical side, the NRW project looks successfully, 
make this project more efficient please focus on to 
systems and policy making. 

• One of the reason of ODA is standing for Peace Keeping. 
I am grad to join the Solomon Water, Thank you for your 
cooperation.

Thank you for your listening!
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